Google Workspace for Education

Using Google Classroom as an LMS Checklist

Google Workspace for Education paid editions (Education Standard, Teaching and Learning Upgrade, and Education Plus) help you create an innovative learning environment with enterprise-grade tools that are customized for education. Here we’ll provide guidance on actions you can take to use Google Classroom as an LMS.

Exploring Google Workspace for Education for the first time?

Connect with an expert and learn more here.

We recommend that Google Workspace administrators take some basic steps to use Classroom effectively, including:

- Control user access to Classroom
- Configure class settings
- Set Classroom data access
- View the Google Classroom user guide
- Sign up for Classroom beta programs
- Connect Classroom to your SIS
- Set up SIS roster import
- Clever + Google Classroom Setup Guide
- Use Meet for Distance learning
- View Classroom usage reports
- Understand how an Originality Report is created
- FAQs on Originality Reports and privacy
- Resources for teachers: Turn on Originality Reports
- Resources for students: How to run an Originality Report
- Resources for teachers: How to view an Originality Report
- Admins: Turn on School Matches